ImplaColor™: Titanium-Backed Titanium Implant Instruments

Our largest, lightest handles set the industry standard for comfort, control and tactile sensitivity. The new ImplaColor™ Titanium series represents new commercial-age technology. Our titanium instruments are designed to remove calculus from implants without damaging the implant itself. These instruments are designed to detect, sample or sacrifice titanium implants. All of our instruments undergo rigorous quality inspections up to 100,000 times before being delivered to the dispenser. Our titanium instruments remain sharp and strong for up to 50% longer than another instrument of the same type.

Titanium imported from United States. • Extremely sharp cutting edges due to light handle weight • Comfortable knurled non-slip grip • Less strain due to lighter handles set the industry standard for comfort, control and tactile sensitivity, based on the newly hypothesized ‘preparative zone’. The new ImplaColor™ 3 and Optima 4 feature handles set the industry standard for comfort, control and tactile sensitivity. With the added value of the new ultraslim models, ImplaColor™ Titanium is the world’s first fully functional, fully functional, fully functional instrument designed to improve patient identification. Excellent tactile sensitivity due to light handle weight.

For more information please contact Sales@implacolortitanium.com or visit our new website www.implacolortitanium.com/dentistry

Siena: Providing Solutions to Meet Your Dental Needs

As one of Europe’s leading dental equipment manufacturers, Sirona is renowned for manufacturing some of the industry’s finest products. Sirona’s range of dental products includes the highly regarded Siena 6 Bone Implant System from RIN. RIN Dental.

The Siena 6 features a full colour TFT display, and is supplied as standard with an Siena 6 handpiece. A choice of angled and contra-angle prosthetic handpieces for RIN is also available. The Siena 6 is also available in Over Patient, Continental Style, or Hanging Tubing instrumentation layouts. With dedicated and extremely knowledgeable sales and technical staff just a phone call away, RIN Dental’s exceptional support team are on hand to answer any queries you may have.

For more information, phone Castellini UK Ltd (0800) 939 9795 or visit our new website www.castelliniltd.co.uk

Practice of the Year wins Urbania

Bournemouth Dental Care in the Bournemouth area of Manchester has recently been named British Dental Association (BDA) Good Practice of the Year. This accolade was awarded to the dental practice by Graham Gamther Ltd. With exceptionally high standards of patient care, a wide range of available treatments and an ongoing commitment to continuing development of staff, Maple Dental Care invested in a fresh and modern image that reflected the ethos of the practice. Nicola Barnard, Practice Manager commented: “We are proud of our corporate look, but even more of our traditional values. We are a family practice with a very strong team. We are proud of our practice, so using such a bold lime green for our uniform was a very brave step and we were initially very apprehensive. However, after seeing the final image we have cultivated using Urbania, the selection of shades complements each other well to create a bright, clean, white, fresh look. We were able to choose from a wide range of green with a topaz, denim and white jacket that goes well with the new grey uniform. All garments were supplied to our requirements and our practice logo Maple Leaf practice logo. Maple Dental Care were selected for this accolade from one of 1,800 members of the Practice of the Year team. We were delighted with the final outcome.”

For further information on this press release please contact 01258 844 990 or e-mail info@bournemouthmedical.co.uk

Sirona receives “red dot” design award

SINUS, a red dot award-winning teethwhitening system, has been launched! Having graduated from Kings College London in Dental Public Health, Dr Colin Campbell has been a leading figure in the dental industry for over 30 years. As an expert in the field of dental aesthetics, Dr Colin Campbell is a regular speaker at dental conferences, and has been featured in numerous publications. In addition to his work as a consultant, Dr Colin Campbell has been involved with leading dental companies, including Carestream Dental, and has worked with many of the world’s leading dental professionals. Dr Colin Campbell is also the founder of CS 8100, a dental industry initiative that aims to promote excellence in patient care. For more information on CS 8100, AutoPost, CS R4 Service, and can work with you to provide the best possible care.

Contact details for further information: Senior Sales Manager, 019 625 51 540 info@csmedical.co.uk

Over 80% of dentists see Acid Wear every week

Many dental professionals are aware of Acid Wear. But is the research up to scratch? According to Dr Christopher Bunting of NHS Lottery, “We need the evidence in full.”

Dr Bunting highlights the need for further research, calling for more evidence-based approaches to be adopted. He also calls for greater investment in research to help tackle this important issue. “The research in this field is limited, and we need more evidence to support our current understanding of the problem,” he says. “But we need to do more to understand what we can do to prevent Acid Wear.”

Dr Bunting recommends that further research be conducted to help address the problem of Acid Wear. “We need more evidence to support our current understanding of the problem,” he says. “But we need to do more to understand what we can do to prevent Acid Wear.”

For further information, contact Dr Christopher Bunting on 019 625 51 540 or e-mail info@csmedical.co.uk.
Comprehensive Coaching Expertise in Practice

Find your ideal partner in bizness coaching with 7connections, the brand-new business that paves the way for dental practices to achieve success. The 7connections team has an unparalleled understanding of the business of dentistry and offers a tailor-made service to suit the unique needs of every practice. Guiding you every step of the way. 7connections offers:

1. Training - showing your team how to do things
2. Consultancy - helping your team to apply the training in practice
3. Coaching - building you and your team to be accountable for progress
4. Management - helping you to implement systems
5. Leadership - teaching you and your team to lead
6. Mentoring - sharing our experience
7. Partnership - releasing equity and joining you in the ownership of your practice.

To find out more or to book your place, please email info@healthcare-learning.com or call 0333 010 8899.

The ideal introduction to occlusion

Occlusion in Everyday Practice, organized by BD21 and presented by Dr. Laurence Murney, provides the ideal introduction to the principles of occlusion and how they affect restorative, periodontal and orthodontic treatments. Practitioners will also be able to develop their understanding and management of head and neck cases. In addition, the seminar includes TMJ anatomy and function and the use of appliances. Faculty and attendees approved, worth 7 valuable CPD hours and costing £250 per delegate, this course is also recommended for dental technicians. Locations and dates for 2013 are as follows:

- Worchester | Friday 15 March
- Belfast | Friday 19 April
- Glasgow | Friday 15 May
- Wigan | Friday 7 June

The complementary Hands-on Occlusion Practical, limited to 12 delegates at each venue and costing only £75 per delegate, will take place the following day. This hands-on course will include:

- Fast workflow and mounting of an upper model
- Centric relation manipulation
- Construction of an anterior jig
- Use of a Line Gauge and centric relation records to mount a lower model
- Construction of a lower stabilization splint on the mounted models
- Oclusion of the stabilization splints up to the occlusions

With places awarded on a first-come, first-served basis, do not delay in booking your spot. For further details, please email info@7connections.com.

New Hand Disinfectant Gel from Kendent

Buy 4 packs of the new 4 x 650ml PractiSafe Hand Disinfect Gel from Kendent and get a 10% discount!

PractiSafe Hand Disinfect Gel is the new rapid action high level hand disinfectant from Kendent, suitable for frequent use. It allows fast, effective hand disinfection in seconds with no sticky residue on hands. PractiSafe Hand Disinfect Gel has a high alcohol content which inhibits the epidermis of the skin. It is effective against MRSA, E. coli, MRINfluenza and HIV. PhthaloGreen, colourless, water-based, alcohol-based, yellowish-green, ship with a blue cap.

The future of digital imaging technology from Clark Dental

Available from Clark Dental, the Sirona ORTHOPHOS XG 3D is at the cutting edge of Clinical Imaging technology, and is the smart choice for your practice.

Offering striking image quality in both 2D and 3D the ORTHOPHOS XG 3D features a hi-definition mode, as well as MARS (Metal Artefact Reduction Software) to produce brilliant 3D images that are perfect for the modern Endodontist. Thanks to a number of different scan volume settings, the scan volume can be adjusted to suit. Not only is this very versatile, but also reduces patient dose and, in the small Endodontic volume scans, artefacts were noticeably reduced with a resolution of 100 μm.

Whether you’re keen to invest in 3D technology now, or will be looking to invest in the future, Sirona and Clark Dental have the solution for you, as the ORTHOPHOS XG 3D is available in two options: a single-step option gives you both the reassurance and fantastic image quality of the Sirona brand, with the option to upgrade to full 3D at a later date.

For more information call Clark Dental on 01280 731 146, email info@clarkdental.co.uk or visit www.clarkdental.co.uk

See More

The new 90 Series LED light from Takara Belmont offers practitioners greater flexibility, the system is available in either a unit, ceiling or track-mounted option. Once you’ve invested in LED lighting you’re unlikely to go back. Not only does it illuminate the oral cavity with great clarity but it also obviates the need for power hungry halogen lamps for your operating light. LED’s have a long life and a small number of switching cycles over their lifespan. Additionally, LED lights use significantly less power than traditional halogen lights. An estimated 80% power saving over a conventional bulb – so it’s environmentally friendly and cost effective. As well as its flexibility, the system is available in either a unit, ceiling or track-mounted option.

The new 90 Series LED light from Takara Belmont offers practitioners greater flexibility, the system is available in either a unit, ceiling or track-mounted option. Once you’ve invested in LED lighting you’re unlikely to go back. Not only does it illuminate the oral cavity with great clarity but it also obviates the need for power hungry halogen lamps for your operating light. LED’s have a long life and a small number of switching cycles over their lifespan. Additionally, LED lights use significantly less power than traditional halogen lights. An estimated 80% power saving over a conventional bulb – so it’s environmentally friendly and cost effective. As well as its flexibility, the system is available in either a unit, ceiling or track-mounted option.

The SonicFill system combines the expertise of two leading dental companies, comprising a Kavo handpiece that enables sonic activation of a specially designed composite to deliver a consistently dependable result.

SonicFill's proprietary sonic activation significantly reduces the composite's viscosity, which provides effortless placement and superior adaptation. SonicFill's 29% volume shrinkage reduces the need for finishing and polishing, resulting in an easy-to-place, easy-to-shape composite. SonicFill reduces the time needed for placing, packing and sculpting restorations by an incredible 10%.

The SonicFill system combines the expertise of two leading dental companies, comprising a Kavo handpiece that enables sonic activation of a specially designed composite to deliver a consistently dependable result.